TANZANIA TOBACCO BOARD (TTB)

TOBACCO INDUSTRY ACT 2001

(ACT NO. 24 OF 2001 SECTION 13)

(Tobacco Regulations of 2011, Reg.40, 42 & 44)

TOBACCO PROCESSING LICENCE

License Number:

This is granted to [Name and Address] holding Certificate of Incorporation No. to carry out the business as TOBACCO LEAF PROCESSOR to process [Kg of Leaf] for the crop season 2019 - 2020.

Date of Issue: 01 July, 2019

Expiry Date: 01 July, 2020

The License is issued subject to terms and conditions stated overleaf.

LICENSING AUTHORITY:

1. Name:  DR. JULIUS KENNETH NINGU

2. SIGNATURE

3. DESIGNATION  Acting Director General

4. OFFICIAL STAMP

[QR Code for Online Verification] [QR Code for Offline Verification]
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR TOBACCO PROCESSING LICENSE

1.0 The Tobacco Processor shall process green leaf tobacco according to the standard specifications, rules and procedures.

2.0 The leaf Tobacco Processor must process green leaf tobacco bought in designated areas and registered market centers only.

3.0 The leaf tobacco processor must produce the following weekly report to TTB
   a) Weekly processed leaves (kg, grade and value)
   b) Cumulative processed leaf stocks (kg, grade and value)

4.0 The license should be displayed for easy inspection.

5.0 This license is issued subject to the respective Laws and other terms and conditions issued by the Board.

6.0 Non-compliance to these terms and conditions of this license amounts to commission of an offence and the offender upon conviction, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding 1,000,000/= and/or imprisonment upon conviction for a term up to three years and revocation or suspension of the license by the Board.